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The specific binding of complementary DNA strands has been suggested as an ideal method for
directing the controlled self-assembly of microscopic objects. We report the first direct measurements of
such DNA-induced interactions between colloidal microspheres, as well as the first colloidal crystals
assembled using them. The interactions measured with our optical tweezer method can be modeled in
detail by well-known statistical physics and chemistry, boding well for their application to directed selfassembly. The microspheres’ binding dynamics, however, have a surprising power-law scaling that can
significantly slow annealing and crystallization.
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Much of the excitement regarding nanotechnology
stems from the idea of ‘‘bottom-up’’ self-assembly: the
possibility of spontaneously growing complex structures
or devices out of molecular scale components rather than
using conventional microfabrication. This goal requires a
method for inducing specific interactions between multiple
particle species and close attention to nucleation, growth,
annealing, and thermodynamic stability. A leading contender for inducing such interactions is DNA hybridization, used to date for the self-assembly of quantum dots [1],
colloidal microspheres [2,3], and assemblies themselves
made from DNA [4]. Linking bridges of DNA can either
glue two objects together strongly or cause them to weakly
and reversibly adhere. While the strong adhesion limit has
been studied [5], the weak reversible interactions required
for equilibrium self-assembly and annealing remain poorly
characterized, hindering experimental and theoretical
progress. All previous attempts to assemble non-DNA
objects using DNA interactions have created highly disordered aggregates rather than the hoped for crystal-like
structures.
Here we report direct measurements of the equilibrium,
DNA-induced interaction potential and adhesion dynamics
of pairs of polymer microspheres. The interaction’s range
and strength can be modeled in detail using a simple
statistical mechanics framework and well-known chemical
parameters [6]. The microsphere dynamics, however, show
an anomalous power-law binding lifetime distribution that
slows crystal nucleation and growth. We find that combining a modest surface density of DNA with a sterically
stable colloidal surface enables the growth of small colloidal crystals in 50 h. While highlighting the experimental
challenges, our work provides a foundation for the quantitative design and modeling [7] of directed self-assembly
processes.
Figure 1 shows our system, consisting of 0:98 m diameter polystyrene microspheres, each labeled with identical DNA oligonucleotides. The ends of these DNA
strands can be bridged together via the reversible hybridization of ‘‘linker’’ strands in solution [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c),
0031-9007=05=94(5)=058302(4)$23.00

shaded boxes], inducing a short-ranged attraction between
microspheres. DNA thermodynamic models [6] predict
that these bridges become unstable above 47  C
[Fig. 2(c)]. The hybridizable ends are separated from the
microsphere surface by a spacer consisting of either flexible [8] single-stranded DNA or rigid [9] double-stranded
DNA, which sets the range of the interaction. All DNA
sequences were designed to have low secondary structure
and minimal sequence repetition with melting temperatures for all nondesigned conformations below 25  C.
The colloidal surfaces are either carboxylate-modified
polystyrene latex (CML) [2] or polyethylene glycol
(PEG) [10] grafted polystyrene; the oligonucleotides are

FIG. 1. (a) represents two microspheres trapped in the focal
plane of a line optical tweezer. (b) shows microsphere surfaces chemically grafted with oligonucleotides, s, (sequence:
ACTTAACTACAGCATTATCAGTCTCCGAGGCCCATT GATTCACACACGTCTAACTTGAAATCTCT). Linker oligonucleotides, l, (sequence: AGAGATTTCAAGTTCAGAGATTTCAAGTT) can bridge between microspheres (shaded boxes)
after hybridizing with the terminal 14 bases of s (bold sequence).
(c) same as (b) after hybridization of a third oligonucleotide
complementary to s (underlined sequence), forming a rigid
rodlike spacer.
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covalently linked to these polymers via a 50 -amine modification. Tween-20 was added (0.1%) to the aqueous buffer
(10 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl) to stabilize the CML
samples. While many studies use mixtures of microspheres
bearing dissimilar DNA sequences [1–3], we use a onecomponent system for its better understood self-assembly
behavior.
We directly measured the DNA-induced microsphere
pair interaction and dynamics using a continuous wave
line optical tweezer [11] [Fig. 1(a)] and video microscopy
[12] using a high-speed camera (Phantom 4.0, Vision
Research, Inc.). Stretching an ordinary optical tweezer
(100 mW,   830 nm; Melles-Griot) into a line focus
using a Keplerian cylindrical telescope creates a nearly
harmonic potential for two microspheres along the line,
while strongly confining them in the perpendicular directions. Light from a second, pulsed multimode diode laser
(2 W,   808 nm, Spectra Diode Labs) provides illumination, yielding exposure times <40 s. The equilibrium
pair interaction is computed from the probability distribution of their separation via the Boltzmann relation, corrected for optical forces [11]. Figure 2 displays the
measured interaction potential energy between pairs of
DNA-grafted CML microspheres as a function of temperature with either flexible or rigid spacers. The data indicate a
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short-range attraction that decreases in strength as the
temperature increases, vanishing by 48  C, along with a
soft, temperature independent repulsion near contact.
We model the pair interaction in our system as an
attraction due to dynamically forming and breaking DNA
bridges between the microspheres, acting as entropic
springs, and an entropic repulsion due to compression of
the grafted DNA. For sphere separation h and polymer
spacer length L, the attraction has range h < 2L. DNA
on one sphere colliding with the opposing sphere produces
a repulsion with range h < L (DNA density is low enough,
104 strands per microsphere or less, that we can neglect
DNA-DNA collisions). While the enthalpy of hybridization presumably generates a transient force during helix
formation [5], we neglect its contribution to the timeaveraged interaction.
The attractive interaction is an equilibrium average over
many states with one or more ligand-receptor bridges. It
can be easily computed if each of the N ligands has the
same, statistically independent probability, p, of forming a
bridge. The probability no bridges form is then Pfree 
1  pN and the probability one or more bridges form is
Pbound  1  Pfree . The difference in Helmholtz free energy is


P
Fa
 ln 1  bound  N ln1  p Np  hni;
Pfree
kB T
(1)
for p
1. Remarkably, the interaction energy is simply
kB T multiplied by the number of bridges that form in
chemical equilibrium at a given separation, hni. Since our
DNA density permits about 50 strands to span between
spheres in contact, only a few percent of the available
strands need hybridize to induce the weak attraction seen
in Fig. 2.
We first compute the total interaction, repulsive and
attractive, between flat plates due to the grafted DNA and
then convert it to the two sphere geometry using the
Derjaguin approximation. If Ph x is the probability distribution of the height of the grafted polymer, the entropic
repulsion is [13]
Zh
Fr
(2)
  ln h=1  ln Ph xdx;
kB T
0

FIG. 2. (a) Pair potential energy between two DNA-grafted
microspheres as a function of separation, temperature, and
spacer. The flexible spacer data, as in Fig. 1(b), is at the top
(circles). The rigid spacer data, as in Fig. 1(c), is at the bottom
(circles); it has a longer range and is stronger at a given
temperature. Curves show our single parameter model, numerically blurred to account for instrumental resolution. Separation
here is defined relative to the potential minimum. (b) shows the
best fit values of hybridization free energy, Ghyb T, for the
flexible (, ) and rigid (䊉, ) spacers, with a priori prediction
(line) with 2:5kB T expected standard error (shaded region).
(c) Bridge formation can be modeled as two coupled hybridization reactions: s  l $ sl and sl  s $ sls. Approximate melting curves for these DNA structures are shown.

where  is the number of polymer states and the approximation is valid at long range. Computing the attraction
using Eq. (1) requires the use of a mass-action law generalized for spatially nonuniform reacting ligand species
[14]. We assume the mean ligand concentration, Ps x,
depends only on the distance from the plate surface, x.
The attraction per unit area between plates is
R
eG=kB T h0 Ps xPs x  hdx
Fa
2
Rh
kB Tcl s
; (3)
2
c2o
A
0 Ps xdx
where cl is the concentration of linker oligonucleotide, s
is the areal number density of s strands, co  1 M is a
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reference concentration, and G is the total change in
Gibbs free energy to form a single DNA bridge; it includes
both the hybridization free energy Ghyb of the DNA and
changes in the spheres’ rotational entropy, Srot 
kB lnh!b =!f i, due to bridge linking. !b is the equilibrium averaged solid angle accessible to the bridged
spheres, computed using the wormlike chain model [15]
and !f is the unbridged solid angle. Equation (3) indicates
the interaction potential energy is proportional to the overlap of ligand clouds surrounding particles or surfaces,
reminiscent of the well-known depletion interaction
[16,17].
To compute the pair interaction, we used the geometric
parameters of DNA [8,9] to model the DNA spacer conformation, described by Ph x and Ps x, then evaluated
Eqs. (2) and (3) using analytical and numerical methods.
DNA content was measured by flow cytometry and UV
spectrophotometry. We treated the flexible spacers as tethered Gaussian coils [13] with moments determined by a
simple random walk simulation. The rigid spacers were
modeled as tethered rigid rods [18], shortened by thermal
undulations [19], having uniform probability distributions
[17]. Spacer contour lengths [20] include a seven base
length correction to account for the linker segment
[Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]; this was assumed to be single
stranded in computing the repulsion, Ph x, and double
stranded for the attraction, Ps x; otherwise the probability
distributions would be identical. For comparison with data,
the model potentials were numerically blurred to account
for instrumental resolution (hrms 5 nm, determined by
control measurements).
We performed a least-squares fit of the interaction model
using total bridge formation energy GT  Ghyb T 
TSrot as a free parameter, along with a horizontal shift to
account for microsphere diameter variation. These values
were then corrected using computed values of TSrot
6kB T for a single DNA bridge. The resulting Ghyb were
then compared with the nearest-neighbor model [6] (Fig. 2
inset). Overall, model agreement is excellent: Ghyb for
the four cases (flexible and rigid spacer, PEG and CML
substrate) with weak sphere attractions (circle symbols)
mutually agree with a 0:6kB T standard deviation. Their
mean differs from the a priori prediction by only 1:1kB T,
well within the 2:5kB T error expected for the nearestneighbor model. The corresponding four cases with
stronger sphere attractions (cross symbols) show an unphysical decrease in their mean Ghyb of about 1kB T,
which could likely be rectified with a more detailed calculation of rotational entropy effects. Nevertheless, our
model predicts the interaction a priori with remarkable
accuracy: 1kB T of error in Ghyb corresponds to only a
1  C shift in interaction temperature dependence.
Curiously, the CML colloid samples failed to crystallize
after several days under favorable conditions [21]: 1 
4kB T pair attraction and volume fraction >20%. Instead,
the lower temperature samples formed fractal-like aggre-
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gates [3] over the course of several hours [Fig. 3(a)]. These
structures dissociated upon heating by a few degrees,
presumably ruling out inadequate colloidal stability as
the explanation. However, trace amounts of irreversibly
bond dimers and trimers were present in the CML samples,
suggesting that some nonspecific binding did occur.
We hypothesized that the slow dynamics were due to
lubrication forces in the polymer-filled gap between the
spheres, and could be sped up by reducing the DNA
density. Lower DNA density, however, requires a PEGylated surface to produce sufficient colloidal stability
against irreversible aggregation. PEG-based microspheres
grafted with a low density of DNA (3700 DNA=sphere vs
14 000 DNA=sphere for CML) did successfully crystallize
within 48 h, yielding small crystallites that grew to
1000 spheres=crystal after 96 h [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)].
While detailed crystallography is difficult using optical
microscopy, the crystallites resembled homogeneously
nucleated random hexagonal close-packed crystals formed
using the depletion interaction. Identical samples incubated simultaneously 0:6  C warmer and cooler remained
dispersed or formed aggregates, respectively. Crystals
melted immediately when the temperature was raised by
2  C, confirming that they were formed and held together
by DNA bridges [Fig. 3(d)].
To study the binding dynamics in detail, we examined
the time-varying separation between two DNA-grafted
microspheres in our trap [Fig. 4(a)]. The microspheres
are alternately bound by DNA bridges (h < 2L) or un-

FIG. 3. Optical micrographs of colloidal microspheres assembled by DNA hybridization. (a) Colloidal spheres with
14 000 DNA=sphere on a CML surface formed only fractallike aggregates after 96 h. (b) Similar spheres with
3700 DNA=sphere on a PEG surface formed crystallites,
shown after 96 h of growth. (c) A close-up of the front surface
of one of the crystallites. (d) All crystallites and aggregates
melted immediately upon heating by 2  C, confirming they are
held together by DNA bridges.
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weak adhesion mediated by biological ligand-receptor
pairs. Given that the slow dynamics we observe will likely
improve as particle size is reduced below the micron scale,
there appears no barrier to the programmed self-assembly
of complex ordered structures using DNA.
We thank P. Chaikin, D. Hammer, V. Manoharan,
D. Pine, N. Seeman, V. Milam, M-P. Valignat, and
E. Winfree for useful and stimulating discussions. This
work was supported by NSF-MRSEC and NSF-DMR.

FIG. 4. (a) shows the separation distance vs time for two DNAgrafted microspheres in a line optical tweezer, for 100 sec (top)
and 10 sec (bottom and shaded box); flexible spacer, T 
43:0  C. The microspheres are alternately binding and unbinding, with a very broad distribution of bound lifetime. (b) and (c)
show double logarithmic probability distributions of binding
lifetime for the flexible and rigid spacer systems, respectively.
The distributions have an anomalous power-law tail, with exponent roughly 1:5.

bound and diffusing to the width of the optical trap. The
expected lifetime of the DNA bridges and the microspheres’ diffusive escape time are both 10 ms. While a
subset of bound states are that short-lived, many other
bound states last up to tens of seconds. These long-lived
events have a power-law distribution Pt  tb which gives
rise to the self-similar appearance of the separation trajectories [Fig. 4(a)]. We observe b 1:5 for both spacer
types and temperatures [Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)]. Remarkably,
the PEG-ylated spheres with lower DNA density show very
similar dynamics, suggesting power-law kinetics are not
incompatible with crystallization. While such slow binding
dynamics can account for earlier failures to produce colloidal crystals, the relative contribution of DNA density,
PEG-ylation, and nonspecific binding on crystallization
remains an open question.
Directed self-assembly using these potentials should
conform to existing theories for nucleation, growth, and
annealing. Future theoretical work can use such model
potentials with confidence to determine optimal selfassembly strategies for novel equilibrium structures, such
as colloidal alloys [7] with potential photonic or plasmonic
activity. Nucleating complex or large ordered structures
may require the use of a microfabricated template [22].
The curvature dependence of the particle-surface potential
corresponding to Eq. (2) should permit the use of a simple
microcorrugated template [23].
Our results show that polymer spaced reacting ligands
give rise to a readily predictable interaction in the weak
adhesion limit, with strength set by the ligands’ solution
thermodynamics and spatial form determined by the spacer
conformation [7]. Our experimental approach and theoretical framework should also be useful for understanding
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